ERC Advanced Grant Workshop

With the participation of:
Willem Bouma & Fire Sanders
from Whitehorne Scientific Consulting,
Expert-Consultant in ERC Grants

Wednesday, 5 April 2017
Auditorium de l’IECB, 2 rue Robert Escarpit, 33607 Pessac
Pour vous rendre à l’IECB, cliquez ici

Programme:

8:45-9:00 Coffee reception

9:00-9:10 Support services available on Bordeaux campus
Caroline Angeli (CNRS), Katel Goeden (UBx)

9:10-10:50 Drafting a successful ERC Advanced Grant proposal,
Willem BOUMA & Fire Sanders - Whitehorne Scientific Consulting
(presentation in English)

10:50-11:05 Coffee Break

11:05-11:30 The Evaluation of ERC Advanced Grant proposals,
Pr. Dimitri BATANI, Advanced Grant panel member (PE2- Fundamental Constituent of Matter)

11:30-11:50 Applying to an ERC Advanced – “what I learned from this experience”
Philippe Lalanne DR CNRS, ERC candidate in 2016

11h50 – 12h45 Roundtable discussion with Whitehorne Scientific Consulting, Dimitri Batani and Philippe Lalanne
Questions and answers session

Possibility of individual meetings with Fire Sanders and Willem Bouma on the 06/04.

Registration required for the general & the individual meetings, please fill in the form: Registration Form

Organization:
This workshop is organized by the CLAIRE network, with the support of the Bordeaux Excellence Initiative (IdEx Bordeaux). The CLAIRE network brings together the European offices of the main universities and research institutions in Aquitaine.

For further information:
Ms Caroline Angeli – caroline.angeli@cnrs.fr - Ms Katel Goeden – katel.goeden@u-bordeaux.fr